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This note is concerned with the following problem: Which classes

in the oriented cobordism ring ft* can be represented by a manifold

fibered differentiably over the circle, and can one give a constructive

method for obtaining such representatives? (For the unoriented case

see [2]). Many examples are known of classes which can be repre-

sented by manifolds fibered over the 2-sphere. In §1 a construction

is shown which enables one, if given an oriented manifold E fibered

over the w-sphere where n is positive with fiber N, to obtain an

oriented manifold fibered over the circle with fiber Sn~1XN repre-

senting the same oriented cobordism class as E. In §2 a homomorph-

ism is defined from Diff+ (M), the group of orientation preserving

diffeomorphisms of a closed oriented K-manifold M onto itself, into

Q»+i, the (« + l)-dimensional oriented cobordism group. This is used

to show that if a closed oriented manifold is fibered over the circle

with a compact Lie group as the group of the fibration, then the

manifold represents a torsion element in Q*. These results rely on a

geometric construction described in §1 by which two manifolds with

diffeomorphic boundaries are fitted together to form a closed mani-

fold.

Geometric constructions. Throughout this note all manifolds will

be compact C°°-differentiable, but not necessarily connected; all dif-

feomorphisms will be C°°-diffeomorphisms. Given an oriented mani-

fold whose boundary is the disjoint union (" + ") of closed manifolds

Ni and Af2, there are the induced orientation classes ii£77„_1(Ari; Z)

and i2EHn-i(N2; Z). Let/ be a diffeomorphism of Ni onto N2 with

/*(ti) = —12 (denote this by f:Ni—* — N2, and in general let — M be

the manifold M with opposite orientation). The identification space

M(f) formed from M by identifying x with f(x) for xENi can be made

into a closed oriented w-manifold. The differentiable structure on

M(f) is as follows (see [4]): First the identification map i = M—>M(f)

is to be a diffeomorphism on the interior of M. There is a neighbor-

hood Ui of Ni in M and a diffeomorphism pi of Ui onto NiX [0, 1).

Likewise there is a neighborhood U2 of N2 in M, and a diffeomorph-

ism p2 of U2 onto N2X [0, 1). Ui and U2 can be chosen disjoint. Let

U = i(Ui)\Ji(U2) in M(f), and let p: U-*N2X(-l, 1) be the homeo-
morphism induced by pi, f, and p2. The differentiable structure is
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then obtained by requiring p to be a diffeomorphism. In this building

of manifolds from pieces with diffeomorphic boundaries, the diffeo-

morphism / is of course important, but it is independent of the choice

of Ui, pi and U2, p2 (see [4], p. 63).

For a closed oriented ra-manifold B, let [B] be the cobordism class

containing B in Qn.

Theorem (1.1). If M is an oriented n-manifold whose boundary is

Ni + N2, and f, g:Ai—> —A2 are diffeomorphisms onto, then in Qn

[Mig)] = [Mif)} + [iNi X I)if-h)]-

The last term on the right is the class of the manifold obtained

from NiXl, I the unit interval, by identifying (x, 0) with if'1 gix), 1).

Proof. By "straightening the angle" [l], MXI can be made

into an oriented (ra + l)-manifold whose boundary is — MX{o}\J

8MXIVMX {1}. In MXI identify (x, 0 with (g(x), /) for xE A, and
0^gl/4, and (x, t) with (fix), t) for xENi and 3/4^^1. The re-

sulting space can be made into an oriented (ra + 1)-manifold whose

boundary is —Mig) on the bottom, Mif) on the top, and on the side

the following manifold: It is formed from AiX [1/4, 3/4] +

A2X [1/4, 3/4] by joining (x, 1/4) to (g(x), 1/4) and (x, 3/4) with
(fix), 3/4) for x£Ai. But this is diffeomorphic to NiXl with (x, 0)

identified with (/_1 gix), 1) via the diffeomorphism (x, t) —>(x, t —1/4)

for x£Ai and (y, /)—>(f_1 (y), 5/4 — t) for yEN2. Thus the conclusion

of the theorem follows. Observe that iNiXl)if~l g) is a bundle over

the circle whose fiber is Ai and whose group is the cyclic subgroup

generated by/-1 g in Diff+ (Ai), the group of orientation preserving

diffeomorphisms of Ai onto itself. In fact it can be described as fol-

lows: Let R be the reals and Z the integers. Let Z act on NiXR by

(x, t) -n = Hf-1 g)"(x), t+n), then (AiX/)(/_1 g) is the bundle space

of the Z-bundle NiXR/Z-+R/Z~Sl.
The above construction is used to show the following:

Theorem (1.2). If a class in ft* can be represented by a manifold

fibered differentiably over the n-sphere where ra is positive, then it can be

represented by a manifold fibered differentiably over the circle.

Proof. Let {E, Sn, N, t, G} be a fiber bundle over the ra-sphere

5n with total space the oriented (ra+ra?)-manifold E, fiber the closed

oriented rai-manifold N, projection map tt'.E—»5" and group G a sub-

group of Diff+ (A). Represent E in the following manner: Split 5n

into two hemispheres D+ and D- which intersect in 5n_1. These being

ra-cells the bundle is trivial over each. Thus there is a map x—->gx of

5n_1 into G, so that E will be the space obtained from the disjoint
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union of two copies of 7nX N with opposite orientation by identifying

(x, y) in one with (x, gx(y)) in the other for xEdIn~Sn~1. Let

(InXNXl)iA-(-InXNXl)2be two disjoint copiesoi I"XNXIwith
opposite orientation. Identify (x, y, t)i with (x, y, t)2 for x£d7",

yEN, and Og^l/4. This will give SnXN on the bottom. Join

(x, y, t)i with (x, gx(y), t)2 for x£d7n, yEN, and 3/4g/gl. This will

give E on the top. Since [SnXN] =0 in fi„+OT, E is cobordant to the

remaining part of the boundary. But as before this is (Sn~lXNXl)(F)

where P(x, y) = (x, gx(y)) is in Diff+ (Sn~1XN). This is a bundle

over the circle whose fiber is S"~lXN and whose group is the cyclic

subgroup generated by F in Diff+ (Sn~1XN).

The homomorphism 8. As before if M is a closed oriented re-mani-

fold and/£Diff+ (M), let (MXI)(f) be the manifold obtained by
identifying (x, 0) with (/(x), 1). Define the function

8: Diff+ (M)^Qn+i by /3(/) = [(AT X /)(/)].

Theorem (2.1). /3 i5 a homomorphism.

Proof. Let irf£Diff+ (Af) be the identity diffeomorphism. If

/£Diff+ (M), then by (1.1)

[(M X I)(id)] = [(M X /)(/)] + [(M X 7)(/-0]

but

[(If XI)(id)] = [MXSl] = 0

so

(1) /»(/) = - Bd-1)-

If / and g are in Diff+ (M)

[(M X I)(g)} = [(M X I)(/-1)] + [(17 X /)(/«)]

so

/*(*) = B(f~x) + /»(/«)

or by (1)

B(f) + /3(g) = B(fg).

Therefore 8 is a homomorphism.

As an example where 8 is nontrivial, let M=CP(2), 2-dimensional

complex projective space, four real dimensions. A point z£CP(2) is

expressed in homogeneous coordinates z— [zu z2, z3] where the z/s are

complex numbers. Let/be conjugation/(z) = [zi, z2, z3]. Then Thorn

has shown [3, p. 82] that B(f) is the generator of Qs=Z2.
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Theorem (2.2). If f, gEDiff+ (Af) are differentiably isotopic, then

Pif) = Pig)-
Proof. / and g being isotopic, there exists a differentiable function

F:MXI->M with A(x, 0)=g(x), P(x, 1) =/(x) and A(x, t)=ftix) a
diffeomorphism for each t. MXIXI is an (ra + 2)-manifold whose

boundary is

MXIX{0}VJ MX{0} XIU MX{l} XIVM XlX{l}.

In this boundary identify (x, 0, t) with (/i(x), 1, t).

Theorem (2.3). If {E, 51, N, ir, G} is a fiber bundle over the circle

with E an oriented n-manifold, N an oriented in —I)-manifold and G a

compact Lie group acting on N as a group of orientation preserving

diffeomorphisms, then E represents a torsion element in ft*.

Proof. The bundle is equivalent to (JVXi)(g) for some diffeo-

morphism gEG. Since G is compact, for some ra, g" is in the identity

component of G. So there exists a one parameter subgroup of G

through g". This gives a differentiable map F:I^>G with A(0) the

identity of G and P(l)=gn. Then the composite map IXN-^GXN

—>N is an isotopy connecting g" with the identity. So by (2.2)

0 = piid) = p(f) = npif).

But /3(f) = [A] so w[A] =0 which proves the theorem.

Given an oriented manifold N on which 51 acts as a group of

orientation preserving diffeomorphisms, there is the bundle over the

2-sphere with fiber N obtained by joining two copies of IXN by

means of (x, y)i~(x, x-y)2 for xEdI~Sl and yGA. By (1.2) this is

cobordant to the bundle over the circle iSxXNXR)/Z—>R/Z where

the action of Z is (x, y, t) -ra = (x, x"-y, t+n). In [l, p. 120] examples

are constructed of oriented manifolds fibered over the 2-sphere whose

classes are of infinite order in ft*. Thus these classes can be repre-

sented by manifolds fibered over the circle.
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